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Requirements for the Degree of Master of Science

VIRTUAL RADIATION FIELDS FOR ALARA DETERMINATION

By

Travis Warren Knight

December 1995

Chairman: Dr. G. R. Dalton

Major Department: Nuclear Engineering Sciences

As computing power has increased, so too has the ability

to model and simulate complex systems and processes. In

addition, virtual reality technology has made it possible to

visualize and understand many complex scientific and

engineering problems. For this reason, a virtual dosimetry

program called Virtual Radiation Fields (VRF) is developed to

model radiation dose rate and cumulative dose to a receptor

operating in a virtual radiation environment.

With the design and testing of many facilities and

products taking place in the virtual world, this program

facilitates the concurrent consideration of radiological

concerns during the design process. Three-dimensional (3D)

graphical presentation of the radiation environment is made

possible through the use of IGRIP, a graphical modeling

program developed by Deneb Robotics, Inc. The VRF simulation

program was designed to model and display a virtual dosimeter.
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As a demonstration of the program's capability, the

Hanford tank, C-106, was modeled to predict radiation doses to

robotic equipment used to remove radioactive waste from the

tank. To validate VRF dose predictions, comparison was made

with reported values for tank C-106, which showed agreement to

within 0.5%. Graphical information is presented regarding the

3D dose rate variation inside the tank.

Cumulative dose predictions were made for the cleanup

operations of tank C-106. A four-dimensional dose rate map

generated by VRF was used to model the dose rate not only in

3D space but also as a function of the amount of waste

remaining in the tank. This allowed VRF to predict dose rate

at any stage in the waste removal process for an accurate

simulation of the radiological conditions throughout the tank

cleanup procedure. Cumulative dose predictions for tank

cleanup range from 6.98E+3 to 4.80E+4 rad-SiO2 (expressed as

dose to semiconductors since they are most vulnerable to

radiation damage) for cleanup periods lasting from 15 days to

90 days. However, more importantly, simulations permitted the

study of shielding effects on cumulative dose. These showed

a possible 39% dose reduction for simply shielding the robotic

equipment during idle periods.

Additional areas of investigation are presented to

illustrate VRF's use as an effective tool in keeping radiation

exposure ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, the solutions to scientific and engineering

problems are yielding to computer simulation and graphical

display of the processes, systems, and phenomenon that

constitute the particular question at hand [Dur95, Sch95,

Vir95]. Their utility is clearly visible for large scale,

complex design problems, which are common to nuclear

engineering and related fields of the radiation sciences

[Dal91]. This simulation based design and modeling is made

possible through three-dimensional (3D) modeling and display

of a synthetic (computer-generated) workspace also called a

virtual environment. Moderate size projects or facilities may

be modeled by a single user with a workstation. Modeling or

design of larger projects of great complexity can take place

over a distributed network of computers permitting many

specialist to work together in a common virtual environment

[Ang94].

Beginning in 1989, the U. S. Department of Energy

initiated an effort to decontaminate and decommission 111

inactive sites [Mur94]. This effort to cleanup contaminated

sites is expected to take thirty years lasting until the year

2019. Especially for the more radioactive facilities, a need
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exists for accurate predictions of the radiation fields at

these environmental and waste management sites. This need can

be fulfilled through computer simulation of the 3D environment

and its associated radiation fields. Combining such a

simulation with a 3D graphical display of the virtual

environment would be tantamount to the development of a

virtual dosimetry engine, expanding on terminology borrowed

from the field of virtual reality (see Figure 1-1 as an

example) . Therefore, it was the goal of this research to

develop a virtual dosimeter that may be applied to the task of

predicting radiation doses to robotic equipment and personnel

that might operate in a radiation environment.

Virtual Dosimetrv Applications

Dose predictions are useful to engineers and specialist

for the planning of work performed in high radiation areas.

For exposure of robotic equipment, the primary concern is

radiation damage to electrical components (mainly

semiconductors), which eventually results in failure of these

components [Hin90]. Accurate dose predictions can prevent

unanticipated failures of equipment inside high radiation

areas, which may result in loss of the equipment or

unnecessary exposure of personnel in its retrieval. Through

the testing of electrical components, engineers have

determined the radiation failure threshold for various

components as well as their radiation hardened counterparts
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[Hin90, Jon95]. Combining this knowledge of failure level

with the predicted dose rate for a given task, one can predict

the time until equipment failure. This allows the equipment

to be retrieved before failure so that it can be repaired and

reintroduced to the environment.

For exposure of personnel, the concern lies in limiting

the exposure an individual receives to acceptable levels as

specified in regulations and facility specific rules. These

dose limits are for preventing demonstrable radiation health

effects and limiting the risk of latent stochastic effects

from biological radiation damage. Consequently, dose

predictions for high radiation environments are important for

the planning of personnel entries that may be necessitated on

occasion. Useful predictions might include how long an

individual may stay in the area and how many personnel are

needed to perform the task while keeping individual exposures

below the set limits.

Finally, a virtual dosimeter can play a large role in

support of ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) programs by

aiding in the design and development of radiation shielding

and the planning of facility layout. Such programs seek to

maximize dose reduction to the extent that is practically

possible, consistent with economic as well as health and

safety goals [Sch92, Sin91]. While the term ALARA connotes

dose reduction for personnel over what is mandated by

regulations, it can also be applied to dose minimization for
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robotic equipment exposures. Here, the cost of dose reduction

must be offset by an equal or greater economic benefit of

longer operating cycles and fewer equipment repairs. Computer

simulation using a virtual dosimeter will permit the

examination of a broad number of designs for dose minimization

and ALARA determination.

Advantages of A Graphical Computer Simulation

Traditional computer applications for dose and dose rate

prediction problems usually involve the preparation of input

files, which are submitted to a program for calculating a set

of numerical results. To visualize this output, it must then

be transformed into charts or other graphical aids. This can

be time consuming and the steps needed to produce the visual

aid may distract the engineer from focusing on the problem to

be solved. Furthermore, the standard two-dimensional

presentation format is often not suited for visualizing

multivariate or multidimensional data.

However, 3D virtual environment simulations have

demonstrated their usefulness for scientific visualization of

these more cumbersome data sets [Dur95, 11194, Pim93]. Their

superiority is threefold with the ability to control the time

step or time warp scale factor from within the simulation,

alter simulation parameters and model variables on-the-fly,

and directly observe the evolution of model variables through

the application of graphical objects called "glyphs" [Cra90b,
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11194]. This later advantage utilizes graphical

representation such as color, brightness, size, shape, and

spatial orientation to convey information. These graphical

parameters are "tagged" to simulation variables forming a

graphical coding scheme that maps the computed numerical model

into graphical objects that can be seen and readily understood

[Pre94]. Such visual cues can alert the user to details,

defects, or subtleties in the data that might otherwise have

gone unnoticed.

These features all combine to provide a more natural

setting for the engineer to explore the problem providing an

opportunity to learn directly from the simulation. The

engineer is then free to focus all cognitive and intuitive

abilities to bear on the problem at hand, while not being

constrained or distracted by unnecessary steps. This

increases the likelihood that the engineer will find the

optimum solution.

An additional advantage of computer simulation is that

often the simulation software can draw on existing computer-

aided design (CAD) models or databases of a site or facility

[Dal90, Ang94], This linkage with other areas of the design

process facilitates the concurrent consideration of

radiological design aspects along with the other important

design parameters. In addition, this linkage allows the model

of the environment to be continuously updated as modifications

are made in the real world.
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Scope and Objectives of A Virtual Dosimeter

The objective then of this research is the development of

a virtual dosimeter that can be used for 3D graphical display

and analysis of radiation environments. In particular, this

work involves the creation of a virtual dosimetry computer

program, VRF (virtual radiation fields), for predicting doses

and dose rates in a 3D virtual radiation environment. It is

be able to handle complex arrangements of sources, shields and

other objects that might comprise the virtual environment,

while being capable of calculating the dose rate at any 3D

location based on the arrangement. To facilitate an

interactive approach with the user, it must be fast to permit

updating of the dose rate in real time as changes are made to

the virtual environment. Furthermore, for the purposes of

dosimetry, it must be able to calculate the cumulative dose to

a virtual robot or person performing a given task in the

virtual environment.

Tank C-106 of the Department of Energy's Hanford Site was

the radiation environment modeled throughout VRF' s development

(see Figure 1-1). It is a large underground tank containing

radioactive waste in both sludge and saltcake forms.

Proposals for the remediation of the waste in this and other

tanks call for robotic equipment to operate inside the tanks

with their associated radiation fields [Har93c, Har93d,

Cra90a]. Tank C-106 is discussed in greater detail later in

Chapter Four.



Figure 1-1. The 3D virtual environment of tank C-106.
Windows display dose rate and position
information for a virtual detector. The
virtual environment is displayed using the
graphical software, IGRIP*.



CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Review of Current Methods for Dose Rate Calculation

At present, the available computational tools for dose

rate calculation and dose rate mapping are predominately

nongraphical and input driven. This means that the user must

supply all the necessary information (input) before the

program will execute and output the desired numerical results.

If the user decides to investigate the effects of a parameter

on the output then the changes to input must be made and

resubmitted to await the calculated result. With each

iteration, the user must interpret the output either directly

from the numbers if possible or go through the process of

constructing a graphical aid, such as isodose curves or a dose

rate profile [Bog93, Rai90, Rai93]. The former choice of

direct numerical interpretation leaves the user open to

misreading the output or overlooking some important trend or

anomaly in the data, while the latter adds an additional step

delaying the results. For this reason, nongraphical, input-

driven codes do not lend themselves to interactive sessions

where the user makes effective use of the computer feedback to

fully explore the problem. The utility of a more interactive

working session with the computer will be discussed in greater

8
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detail in the section titled "Virtual Environment Principles"

later in this chapter.

The current, input-driven computer programs make it

difficult to accurately model the duty cycle of robotic

equipment or personnel in a radiation environment. To predict

cumulative dose, the dose rate must be requested by the user

at discrete points throughout the duty cycle and combined with

foreknowledge of residence at these locations. The

alternative is to calculate average dose rates for selected

general areas simplifying the calculation. Either method is

clearly inferior to the three-dimensional, computer-controlled

simulations proposed by this research.

An improvement over the non-graphical, input-driven

software are computer programs such as Microshield*, which

employ some graphical capabilities and respond to the user in

an event-driven mode [Mic88]. Generalized, graphical images

of various source/shield geometries are used to help the user

visualize the model's setup. Here, the user is limited to a

select few geometries, which are not displayed to scale and

are only representative of the environment being modeled.

Moreover, only one source can be modeled at a time so that

each source must be modeled separately and their contributions

summed by hand.

However, the event-driven method of data entry is a vast

improvement over the input-driven method. The user is

presented a data entry screen with locations for each input
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variable along with prompts for identification. This reduces

the chance of getting the data out of order and the wrong

value being assigned to a variable. Also, each value may be

checked as it is entered to see if it conflicts with other

data supplied by the user and to alert the user to a possibly

erroneous entry.

However, similar to the other computer programs, no

method exists to calculate cumulative dose to a robot or

person that might be working in that environment. Also, only

numerical output is available to the user with no graphical

visualization aides. The program does allow for sensitivity

analysis of an input variable to study its effect on the

model. However, the user must still interpret the numbers or

construct a graphical image to better observe any trends.

To automate this process, some computer codes have been

written whose sole function is to collect data output from a

computer program and generate graphical aids. Mclntyre et al.

describes a set of subroutines called HANDYPACK that generates

histograms from data output by the EGS4 computer program, a

Monte Carlo simulation code for electron and photon transport.

Still other routines have been designed to view particle

trajectories from Monte Carlo simulations [McI90]. While only

two-dimensional graphics are presented, these graphical tools

have proven useful for optimizing certain applications and

providing a better understanding of the relationship between

radiation interactions and the resulting dose distributions.
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To date, there has been extensive work in the field of

robotic simulation using virtual environments for mobile and

semiautonomous robotic control [Cra90a, Cra90b, Had94].

However, there has been no application of virtual environment

simulation and dose rate prediction to dose assessments for

the robotic equipment. Knowledge of the virtual environment

allows the robot to plan its action, while the user can

preview those plans through a graphical user interface that

displays the virtual environment. A virtual dosimetry

application makes use of this same virtual environment and

graphical user interface. To predict radiation doses,

radiological data collected or estimated from the real world

is added to the computer model. The virtual dosimetry

application would give the added ability to calculate

radiation doses ahead of time for a given set of actions also

called a duty cycle. Thus allowing the robot to also select

the path for which it would receive the least dose. Virtual

reality technology represents a fresh approach to this

engineering problem, while automating the procedure necessary

to obtain accurate predictions.

Review of Virtual Environment Principles and Components

Virtual Environment Principles

A virtual environment can be described as an immersive

and interactive synthetic world generated by a computer.

However, this terse definition belies the true importance of
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computer-driven virtual environment simulations for exploring

complex engineering problems. To understand this, it is

necessary to explore the key adjectives of immersive and

interactive.

Immersion. Immersion gives the user the ability to focus

on the problem or issue that is being investigated with

virtual environment technologies. The more natural and

unobstructed the user interface, the higher the degree of

immersion the simulation will allow. For this reason, higher-

end virtual reality systems are very immersive since the user

is projected into the environment using multiple forms of

feedback including stereoscopic images, three-dimensional (3D)

sound, force feedback, and tactile simulation.

For engineering applications and scientific

visualization, it is not necessary for the computer to

generate a totally believable alternate reality. This is

especially true when modeling abstract principles and

phenomenon such as radiation, for which we have no natural

perception. Instead, the importance of scientific immersion

lies in how well the user is able to selectively focus on the

process or phenomenon under investigation. Preece et al.

describes these simulations as model-based visualizations,

whereby the user interfaces with the computer directly

controlling the evolution of computer-based models [Pre94].

The utilization of a graphical interface permits the seamless

mapping of the underlying computer model to a graphical form
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that can be readily understood. In this way, virtual

environment modeling prevents the visualization medium from

obstructing the user's perception and allows for the selective

focusing that is needed for complex problems.

Virtual environments achieve this more immersive, natural

approach to problem solving in two ways. First, they are

three-dimensional. Because simulations can evolve over 3D

space as well as time, a 3D display is more appropriate

[Gla95]. In the context of this study, the dose rate at any

site will vary in three dimensions for even simple

arrangements of sources and other objects including shielding.

Therefore, a 3D-dose-map display provides a more natural

medium for the user and presents the information with greater

clarity than any two-dimensional display.

Secondly, virtual environment simulations use a graphical

coding scheme to map the numerical computer-model into a

graphical presentation for the user to visualize [Pre94].

This coding scheme tags parameters or variables of interest

using graphical objects called "glyphs" to graphically

represent their value. The user can then observe these

graphical objects evolve as the simulation progresses in time

and/or space. Some methods of graphical coding include

variation of color, brightness, size, shape, and spatial

orientation [11194]. A good graphical coding scheme becomes

more important as the model grows in size and complexity. A

user can comprehend much more information in a shorter amount
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of time graphically than by staring at many numbers. Also,

graphical coding reduces the chance that an anomaly, defect,

or other subtle detail in the data might go unnoticed.

Interaction. In addition to allowing a high degree of

immersion, virtual environment simulations are also very

interactive [Dur95]. The user can respond to the virtual

experiment in real time much as he would to an experiment in

the real world. Because the simulation is interactive, a

virtual feedback loop is established between the computer and

the user. The user makes use of this feedback to control the

direction of the experiment [Pre94]. Various interactions of

the user with the virtual environment via the graphical user

interface can be classified according to function, each with

particular advantages over nongraphical, input-driven computer

modeling and real world experiments. The first is the ability

of the user to control the time step or time warp scale factor

[Cra90b]. This allows the simulation to proceed slower or

faster than real time or even to replay a sequence over again,

which is important in allowing the user to learn and gain

insight from the model.

Secondly, because the simulation is a 3D representation

of an environment, the user can navigate through the

environment to obtain a different view point. Not only can

any perspective be achieved, the user can even pass through

objects that might otherwise obscure a particular view.

Indeed, virtual environment simulations make possible views
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that simply cannot be achieved in the real world such as

observing the flow of water from within the channel without

interfering [Egg94].

Another type of interaction available in a virtual

environment simulation is control of model parameters and

simulation variables. Controls such as graphical icons,

buttons, slide bars, and other "widgets" are accessible

graphically within the simulation [Bra92]. This makes it very

simple for the user to alter the simulation on-the-fly without

interrupting its progression. Utilization of these graphical

tools permit the user to directly observe the effect a model

parameter has on a simulation variable. The user can control

experiments in the virtual world by controlling the conditions

of the simulation.

Finally, the user may also change the way that the

underlying computer model is visualized or "mapped" in the

simulation [Pre94]. This allows the user to optimize the

graphical display and select a graphical coding scheme that

best illustrates the model. Typically, a change in the coding

scheme is a more involved process and likely results in

significant interruption of the simulation and the user's

immersion. However, all of the interactive features mentioned

above serve to place the user in control of the simulation.

This is a remarkable improvement over nongraphical, input-

driven computer models, where control is highly structured and

the expression of model variables and relationships is
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severely limited. Computer based visualization using virtual

environment technology can be applied to scientific and

engineering problems to "make perceptually prominent those

things [elements and relationships] that we wish to be

conceptually prominent" [Pre94, p. 242].

Components of A Virtual Reality System

From discussing the principles governing a virtual

reality system above, it should be clear that such a system

interfaces very closely with its user to achieve its immersive

and interactive nature. This leads to the major division

between the components of a virtual reality system. The two

major components that comprise a virtual reality system are

the sensory effectors and the reality engine [Pim93]. Sensory

effectors form the physical interface between the user and the

computer. They are the instruments and peripherals the

computer uses to provided sensory information or output to the

user and provide feedback from the user as input to the

simulation [Sad94]. An example of an effectors is a head

mounted display (HMD). This device is worn like a helmet and

is equipped with a separate LCD screen for each eye providing

stereoscopic images of the virtual world. The HMD also is

used to track the user's head movements and adjust the display

to match the direction being observed. So the HMD serves both

as a sensory output and feedback effector.
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The reality engine is the software and computer hardware

that is responsible for conducting the simulation based on the

underlying computer model and user feedback. It generates all

the sensory output to provide and maintain the user's sense of

presence in a virtual world. The reality engine itself can be

divided into three components based on function. Each of

these components will be discussed here since they are

essential to any virtual reality system including a virtual

dosimetry application.

Application software. The application software

determines the character and purpose behind the simulation

such as whether it is a flight simulator or a virtual wind

tunnel. It describes the dynamics of objects in the virtual

environment and both allows and limits their interaction with

each other and with the user. Some examples might include if

and how an object moves and whether it interacts in some

prescribed manner or only when acted on by the user. In a

sense, it is like the governing physical laws for the virtual

world. The application is essential to making virtual reality

interactive beyond simple navigation through a static virtual

world. The application software can be operated on by the

user to explore and collect information about the virtual

environment. It controls and limits the conducting of virtual

experiments by the user within a framework that is set by its

programming.
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Geometry database. A database of virtual objects is

necessary for the reality engine to call upon when the

application is initiated or when the user signals for another

object to be added to the simulation. The database includes

such information as shape, color, texture, or other attributes

necessary to fully experience each object. This information

is used to display the object as well as determine other

qualities of how it may be experienced by the user through

some effector. Other information might be required by the

application software to determine how each object interacts

with its virtual environment.

Simulation manager. The simulation manager coordinates

all the various pieces of hardware, software, and database to

generate the virtual reality experience. Its performance is

vital to promoting the user's immersion in the virtual world.

It must be capable of updating the virtual world at least ten

times every second to prevent the user from experiencing

nausea from lags in the virtual display corresponding to the

user's head movements [Tau94]. Therefore, the capability of

the simulation manager is directly tied to the computing power

of the PC or workstation.



CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY

Components of the Virtual Dosimeter

In the above review Of virtual reality systems, three

necessary components were identified—the simulation manager,

application software, and geometry database. Each of these

components are also necessary for a virtual dosimeter. Figure

3-1 illustrates the functional relationship of each component

with the arrows indicating data streams or flows between

components.

IGRIP—The Simulation Manager

The three-dimensional (3D) graphical modeling program

known as IGRIP* (interactive Graphics Robot instruction

Program) by Deneb Robotics Inc. was selected to be the virtual

dosimeter's simulation manager. In IGRIP terminology, the

virtual environment being modeled is called a workcell, which

is composed of individual virtual objects called devices. A

robot is an example of a complex device with many moving

parts. A computer-aided design (CAD) component of IGRIP

allows the user to construct each individual part from simple

geometrical objects called CAD primitives. The virtual

objects used in this study are quite simple such as

19
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cylindrical, annular, and box shaped sources and disk shaped

shields. However, IGRIP's ability to deal with more complex

devices means that it can keep pace as more detail is added

and virtual environments become more complex. Indeed, IGRIP

is most often used for the simulation and control of robots

both in the virtual world and the real world. Using these

simulations as a starting point, the VRF program could be

operated simultaneously to provide dosimetric information for

robot simulations.

Perhaps IGRIP's most obvious role in virtual dosimetry is

to provide a visual display of the 3D virtual environment.

Through a graphical user interface (GUI), the user can

maneuver devices, navigate through the workcell to obtain the

desired view point, and extract information about the various

objects including collision detection and clearance [Had94,

Dal91]. This information is useful for the control or

monitoring of robots as they move through complex radiation

environments.

To make the virtual dosimeter interactive, the GUI is

customized to the virtual dosimetry application. IGRIP's

graphical simulation language (GSL), a high level Pascal-like

programming language, is capable of generating popup menus for

entering data or commands or displaying simulation variables.

Output of the VRF code is displayed in a GSL popup window.

For example, during a simulation, the local dose rate and a

receptor's cumulative dose are displayed along with its
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current position. In addition, a popup menu could replace the

VRF menu-driven interface to provide a unified GUI for virtual

dosimetry simulations.

This two way communication between an IGRIP GSL program

and the Virtual Radiation Fields (VRF) code is made possible

via a socket. Sockets are a method of communicating streams

of data or commands between a client and a server. It is used

by IGRIP to update the VRF code on the location of a dose

receptor in the virtual environment. A GSL program sends the

location data for the receptor, which may represent a person

or a robot, each time the receptor moves a set distance away

from its last position (see "Cumulative Dose Calculations"

later in this chapter) . VRF returns the dose rate and

cumulative dose for a virtual receptor in an IGRIP simulation.

VRF—The Application Software

The responsibility for calculating the dose rate at any

point in the 3D virtual world falls to the VRF computer code,

which was written in C and conforms to the ANSI C standard.

Calculations are performed based on the given knowledge of the

virtual environment such as the strength and arrangement of

the radiation sources. For previously created virtual

environments, this information is read from a file when the

program is initiated. Additions, deletions, or changes made by

the user through IGRIP's GUI can be updated in the VRF program

via a socket. Another task of the VRF code is to manipulate
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the radiological data—attenuation coefficients, activity,

etc.—concerning each virtual object. This information is

necessary for calculating the dose rate and is also contained

in the virtual environment file. If new objects are to be

added during a simulation, the user must supply this data.

The VRF code initiates a new dose rate calculation

whenever the GSL program transmits a new set of coordinates

for the dose receptor via the socket. Once the dose rate is

calculated it is sent back through the socket. The GSL

program displays the new dose rate and the receptor's position

in separate popup menus. Cumulative dose can also be

calculated and monitored by the VRF code. This is discussed

at length in this chapter under the section, "Cumulative Dose

Calculations."

Virtual Objects—The Geometry Database

For a virtual dosimetry application, the types of objects

that might be found in the virtual world can naturally be

divided into three classes—sources, structures, and

receptors—according to their function. All information

regarding each individual object is stored in a separate C

structure variable not to be confused with structure type

virtual objects. This information is read from the virtual

environment file at the start of the simulation and is

updated as changes are made to the virtual environment. The

C structure variables are a convenient form to represent
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different variable types that are associated with a particular

entity or record in this case a virtual object. The most

basic information contained in these variables relates to the

object's geometry and position in the virtual environment.

Accordingly, the C structure variables and the virtual

environment file function as the geometry database of the

virtual world.

Each virtual object regardless of classification must be

described by the fundamental object parameters of geometrical

type (shape), dimensions, location in the virtual environment,

and orientation with respect to the virtual environment's

coordinate system. Table 3-1 lists the various types of

geometry useful to virtual dosimetry applications, however not

all types are available as both sources and structures. There

are certain commonalities and fundamental differences between

the different types of virtual objects. These will be

explored next so that their roles in dose rate calculations

will be clear.

Structures. Shields, walls, and hardware are some common

examples of virtual structures. Whether intentional, as in

the case of a shield, or not, all structures attenuate

incident radiation to some degree. However, depending on

their size, attenuation coefficient, density, and placement in

the virtual environment, they may or may not significantly

reduce the dose to a receptor. The various data fields in the

geometry database relating to geometrical type and size must
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be supplied if they are to be considered for receptor dose

reduction by the VRF code. In addition to the fundamental

object parameters, coefficients for radiation attenuation and

buildup must be provided. This data must be supplied at

discrete photon energies over a range sufficient for the code

to interpolate for the specific gamma-ray energies emitted by

the virtual sources.

Sources. This class of virtual objects is unique in that

sources emit radiation and are therefore of principal concern

to the user. In addition, they attenuate radiation

originating in themselves (self-shielding) and also incident

radiation from other sources in the virtual environment.

While any source of complex shape and composition can be

accommodated using a sufficiently complex mathematical

description, only non-reentrant, geometric shapes of uniformly

distributed composition are considered to simplify the

necessary computations. Specifically, for an object to be

non-reentrant, it must not be possible to extend a vector from

any point inside the object, exit the object at some point,

and then reenter the same object at a later point along the

same vector.

Similar to structures, information on sources must

include their fundamental object parameters as well as data on

radiation attenuation and buildup. In addition, virtual

source information must include all gamma-ray energies, their
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intensity (percent yield per decay), and the overall source

activity.

Receptors. A virtual receptor can be any object for

which the user wishes to collect dosimetric information. It

could be a virtual detector that the user moves about the

virtual environment to obtain a dose rate readout. A virtual

receptor can also represent robotic equipment or personnel.

Here the user may also be interested in cumulative dose

prediction as well as dose rate. While receptors are

considered as virtual objects for organizational purposes,

their treatment by the VRF program is very different. As will

be seen in the next section on dose rate calculation, the dose

rate for a receptor is calculated at a single point.

Therefore, the dimensions of a receptor are not as important

as its 3D location, which is the only physical receptor

parameter utilized by the VRF program. Also, since receptors

are likely to vary in shape and dimensions more than sources

and structures, the simple geometrical shapes are not adequate

for their display. If the user wishes, a more realistic and

complex image can be displayed by IGRIP instead of a symbol

used to represent the receptor's location. Either way, the

dimension, orientation, and geometry data in the C structure

variables are not utilized by the VRF program for a receptor.

Attenuation of radiation by receptors is not considered

since they are very mobile and it is not likely that they

would provide significant shielding for other receptors.
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However, one additional radiological parameter is necessary

for virtual receptors. A material dose conversion factor

should be supplied to convert the exposure dose (units of

roentgen) calculated by the VRF program into absorbed dose to

the receptor material expressed in rad. For robotic equipment

the conversion factor is 0.877 rad-SiO2»R'
1, which is for

silicon dioxide since the electronic components are most

vulnerable to radiation damage [Att86, Hin90, Ekd91]. The

dose conversion factor for humans is usually expressed in

terms of dose equivalent, which is related to human-tissue

absorbed dose but is weighted to be proportional to the risk

of latent stochastic effects such as cancer. For photon

energies below 3 MeV, the dose equivalent conversion factor is

0.96 for dose equivalent in units of rem [Cem83].

Computational Method for Dose Rate Calculation

Before exploring various computational approaches to

virtual dosimetry, it was necessary to identify the types of

radiation to be treated. With the exceptions of particle

accelerators and reactor containments during operation, most

radiation environments encountered consist of either alpha,

beta, or gamma radiation. Based on their ranges and ability

to penetrate a receptor, it was decided to only consider gamma

radiation.

Because of their mass, alpha particles are the least

penetrating with a range of about 3.6 cm in air for an initial
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energy of 5 MeV. Their range is even less in tissue and SiO2

with ranges on the order of micrometers. Being lighter, beta

particles have longer ranges varying from tens to hundreds of

centimeters in air for those that are very energetic. Since

they can penetrate the outer layers of skin, a correction

factor may be warranted for situations of close contact with

beta emitting sources where no significant attenuation is

provided by air. For robotic equipment, the shielding

requirements are minimal with a couple millimeters of a

material with low atomic number capable of stopping most beta

particles. Therefore, because the doses received from alpha

and beta particles is expected to be small in comparison to

the that received from gamma rays, their effects are not

considered in this study.

The overriding considerations in selecting a

calculational method where speed and accuracy for complex

virtual environments. Clearly, accuracy is important if the

predictions are to be of any practical use. Also,

computational speed must be considered if the simulation is to

maintain an appropriate level of immersion by the user (see

the section titled "Virtual Environment Principles" in Chapter

2). Based on these criteria, the computational approach

selected for virtual dosimetry is a ray analysis technique

using simplified Monte Carlo methods. It begins with the

birth of a gamma ray at a uniform and randomly selected

location inside the source. This random, uniform birth is
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consistent with the stochastic nature of radionuclides and

their assumed uniform distribution in the source. More

complex distributions of radionuclides in the source material

can be handled but only by sacrificing some speed and

necessitating some more memory storage. However,

distributions that vary according to a moderately simple

mathematical formula could be implemented with little

additional effort.

Following birth, the gamma ray is then forced to escape

the source along a ray or line-of-sight between its birth and

the receptor's location so that each gamma ray is incident on

the receptor [Chi84]. Differing from full Monte Carlo

simulations of the photon's behavior, this ray tracing scheme

greatly simplifies the calculation. The gamma ray and the

secondary radiations that it generates are not followed

through their many complex interactions in the virtual

environment. Instead, each primary gamma ray is forced to be

incident on the receptor where their probability of incidence

(statistical weight) is averaged. This simplified approach

should reduce the number of gamma rays that must be sampled

since variation between photon interactions and trajectory is

removed. Also, the time required for the calculation is

reduced by using fewer gamma rays and because detailed

information on the scattering of gamma rays is not collected.

Because this abbreviated model is not a completely accurate

representation, it is necessary to make corrections in order
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to obtain total dose rate (see the section titled "Buildup

Factor" later in this chapter).

Since the ray analysis method is based on counting

photons from individual source locations to a point receptor,

each randomly selected birth location can be treated as a

point-like source in determining its contribution to the gamma

ray flux at the receptor. This individual contribution will

vary depending on birth location because of processes such as

attenuation and geometrical spreading. Therefore, random

selection of birth locations provides an appropriately weighed

measure of the gamma ray flux. After the contribution from

many such points are averaged, a gamma ray flux at the

receptor can be reported.

It is very important to note that the estimated error is

based on the variance between individual gamma ray

contributions and the sample size. This allows the Monte

Carlo calculation to be terminated as soon as a desired error

level is attained.

This treatment of volumetric sources as collections of

randomly selected individual point sources is directly

analogous to more analytical techniques (point kernel) using

differential elements of a source that are integrated over its

volume. Since in almost every case an analytical result is

not possible, these traditional techniques must resort to

numerical solutions and/or approximations. Knowing this, the

advantage of using a simplified Monte Carlo approach is clear
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especially for complex arrangements of sources and other

virtual objects.

To account for each gamma ray's true probability of being

incident on the receptor, its statistical weight must be

reduced accordingly. Because each birth of a gamma ray is

isotropic, its statistical weight must be divided by four-pi

steradian to account for the biasing of all photons to be

incident upon the receptor. Additionally, since all sources

are envisioned as a collection of point sources, the photons

obey the inverse square law and their weights are accordingly

reduced by the inverse squared distance between birth and the

receptor. The gamma ray's weight must also be reduced to

account for the exponential attenuation that occurs while

escaping the source. For this reason, sufficient data points

of the source attenuation coefficient, /zs, must be supplied

over the energy range that might be encountered in the virtual

environment. This is a significant computational step since

the exit distance, dexit, must be calculated for each gamma ray

sampled by the computer. Here, geometry is important since

the equation used to calculate the exit distance will vary

with each source geometry.

Furthermore, exponential attenuation through other

objects between birth and receptor must also factor into the

gamma ray's weight. For a given ray intersecting an object in

the virtual environment, there will be a path length, <|k,

through this object that will contribute to the attenuation of
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the gamma ray. The VRF program interpolates the attenuation

coefficients, jik, of all objects and for all gamma ray

energies emitted by the different sources based on the data

provided for each object. If all these factors that reduce a

gamma ray's statistical weight, o, are collected into one

equation,

(3-1)

47ir2

it is clear that this is the predicted contribution from a

single gamma ray to the uncoilided fluence at a receptor point

r distant from a point source.

The method continues to sample gamma rays at random

locations from the source calculating their individual weights

and summing them together. By dividing by the number of gamma

rays sampled, the result is the predicted fluence,

>I (3-2)
V N '

from a single gamma ray born at random in the source and

incident on an infinitesimal sphere located at the receptor.

This sampling continues until the estimated relative error in

the calculated fluence falls below a tolerance set by the

user. The estimated relative error is given by the

expression,
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al (3-3)

which is evaluated for N samples [Shr66]. If the estimated

error is too great, additional gamma rays are sampled and the

error is estimated again for the total sample. The parameter,

Za/2, specifies the desired degree of certainty based on the

normal distribution. A value of 1.96 corresponds to the 95%

confidence level with smaller values representing lesser

degrees of certainty. The user is allowed to set both the

relative error limit and the confidence level for all

calculations.

Multiplying this predicted fluence by the source activity

concentration, A^, the fraction of gamma rays per decay, f,

and the source volume, V, and density, p, yields the

uncoilided flux,

where (i, j) indicates the jth energy gamma ray emitted by the

ith virtual source. From this calculated flux, a conversion

factor, k(E). can be used to obtain the dose rate,

to the receptor from the uncoil ided gamma rays. The dose rate

conversion factors used in this study were taken from

ANSI/ANS-6.1.1-1977 with dose rate expressed in R/hr [Fod78].
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The exposure-dose-rate conversion factors are a function of

gamma-ray energy and are tabulated for 0.5 to 10 MeV.

For sources that emit multiple energy photons, a separate

calculation must be made for each energy. This is necessary

since the attenuation coefficients for the various materials

vary with photon energy. Also, the dose conversion factors

are different for varying primary photon energy. Once the

dose rate is calculated separately for each photon energy,

these can be added to obtain the total dose rate from that

source. Similarly, the dose rate contribution from each

source in the virtual environment must be calculated and added

together to obtain the total uncoilided dose rate from all

sources. Therefore, the total uncoilided dose rate,

(3"6)

can be calculated for N,. different energy gamma rays from each

of the M sources in the virtual environment. This ray tracing

approach provides a very efficient prediction of the primary

(uncollided) gamma ray flux at the receptor's location.

However, much information is lost regarding the true energy

distribution of all radiation incident on the receptor. For

example, gamma rays are emitted in all directions from the

source into the virtual environment. Gamma rays that are

emitted in a solid angle different from the one traced to the

receptor can be scattered by other virtual objects to the

receptor. One form of this dose from scattered radiation is
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known as "skyshine" where the scattering medium is the air.

However, this contribution is expected to be small since the

radiation must travel a larger distance and the scattered and

secondary radiations are usually peaked in the forward

direction, which would be out of line with the receptor

[Chi84]. For scattering angles away from the forward

directions, exposure from this component is typically about

200 to 2000 times lower than the directly incident exposure

[NCR76]. For most cases, this "object shine" will not make a

significant contribution to the receptor's dose and the error

in the predicted dose rate is expected to be small.

More importantly however, this approach ignores

interactions of primary gamma rays that are emitted by the

source in the solid angle about the ray traced to the

receptor. Scattered gamma rays of a lower energy are the

result of Compton interactions. Secondary radiation such as

electrons and positrons are generated by photoelectric and

possibly pair production events for more energetic, primary

gamma rays. This secondary radiation will further interact to

produce tertiary radiation such as photons and electrons. As

mentioned above, the radiation produced in these events is

emitted with an angular distribution that is highly peaked in

the forward direction. The result is a build up of lower

energy scattered and secondary radiation that is also incident

on the receptor. In many cases, this "buildup" can be a

significant contributor to the receptor's dose and should be
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taken into account by the calculational method. For a

complete discussion of how this is treated, see the section

titled "Buildup Factor" below.

A final consideration regarding the calculational

approach involves both attenuation and buildup so it is

discussed here. The effects of air as an attenuating medium

are ignored by the VRF program, which treats these regions as

vacuums. This assumption is justified on the grounds that for

most radiation environments, air does not play a significant

role. For photons between 0.5 MeV and 2.0 MeV, the mean free

path in air varies from about 95 meters to almost 190 meters

respectively [Fod78]. Most radiation environments that are

modeled involve distances much less than this so that

attenuation cannot play a significant role compared with

geometric spreading and attenuation by other objects likely

present. Accordingly, radiation buildup in air would not be

significant since buildup is also a function of optical

length. For example, 0.6617 MeV photons from 137mBa (137Cs)

traversing 10 meters of air undergo attenuation and buildup

with a product equal ~1, which can be neglected in comparison

to other calculational uncertainties.

Buildup Factor

As discussed above, it is necessary to treat the build up

of scattered radiation in order to accurately predict the

total dose rate to the receptor. This is handled by the use
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of a multiplicative "buildup factor" that adjusts the

uncollided dose rate calculation previously shown in Equation

3-4 to predict the total dose rate. Several empirical

functions that fit data from both direct experiments and

numerical calculations have been published [Har93a].

Parameters required for these approximations vary with initial

gamma ray energy, the elemental type of the attenuating

medium, the optical path length of the primary gamma rays in

the medium, and the arrangement of the source and the

attenuating medium(s) [Chi84].

Because the empirical parameters are functions of so many

different variables, sufficient data points must be provided

for each parameter for the gamma ray energy range and

elemental materials found in the virtual environment. The

buildup formulas are setup to calculate buildup as a function

of optical path length and are fit to give reasonably valid

results for values usually between 0 and 40 mean free paths

[Har93a]. Since the computational method used by the VRF code

treats extended sources as collections of points, the point-

isotropic-source buildup factor data is utilized, which

removes any need for further geometric considerations with

regard to buildup. A buildup formula can then be applied

using point-isotropic-source buildup parameters to calculate

the appropriate buildup factor for each ray traced from birth

to receptor. Since the buildup factor is a function of path

length and path length will vary for each ray, the buildup
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factor should be included before the averaging of the gamma

ray fluence previously shown in Equation 3-2. Accordingly,

the total dose rate,

tj O-7)

can be expressed using a calculated buildup factor, where

(B<p),. . is shown to emphasize that it is the product that is
' i J

averaged by VRF.

While a buildup factor can be defined for various

radiation quantities, all dose calculations in the VRF code

are evaluated for exposure dose, which is derived for air.

This choice is for convenience since the real world comparison

study is reported in exposure units. Also, exposure dose is

easily converted to absorbed dose in any material by a simple

conversion factor for that material (see "Receptors" in the

section titled "Virtual Objects" earlier in this chapter).

Harima makes a comparison of several buildup formulas

over the range of 0.015 MeV to 15 MeV giving their maximum

percent deviation at discrete points over this range [Har93a].

Despite its rather large maximum deviation (as much as 40% in

the range of typical energy values), the Berger formula,

(3-8)

was selected for use in the VRF program. It has the advantage

of only requiring two parameters, a and /3, and also requires

fewer operations than some of the more elaborate buildup

formulas. While the Taylor formula is similar, it requires
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three parameters and its maximum deviation is comparable to

that of Berger's formula [Har93a, Chi84].

The above calculated form for buildup is convenient but

applies only to the case of a single attenuating object

between the gamma rays birth and the receptor. This would be

the case for unshielded, optically thick sources where

significant buildup can occur in the source material.

Additionally, it applies to optically thin sources shielded by

one object so that buildup practically occurs only in the

shielding object. The difficulty arises in trying to apply

the buildup formula to the case of laminated or stratified

shields, which might occur in complex virtual environments

where the receptor is shield from a source by multiple

obj ects.

The treatment of multiple shielding objects is

complicated by the many possible combinations that can exist

between number of shields, types of material, ordering,

thickness, etc. [Har93b]. Generalizations can be made about

how best to apply buildup for a select few arrangements

particularly with regard to two shields that differ

significantly in atomic number [Chi84]. However, they have a

limited scope and lack precise, quantitative rules regarding

their application. This makes them nearly impossible to adapt

into a computer algorithm for broad application to virtual

dosimetry.
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More precise, numerical approaches have been tried to

deal with this problem. The simplest approach of multiplying

the buildup factor for each shield is woefully inadequate.

This greatly overestimates buildup by not accounting for the

saturating effect of buildup for greater optical thickness

[Jae68]. Broder's formula treats the buildup from each

successive layer as the sum of the difference between the

buildup of that layer for the total depth penetrated and the

buildup of that layer for the total depth penetrated up to

that layer. This can best be seen in the recurrence relation,

M

(3-9)
I M \ IM-1

U=i ) U=i

which simplifies for computational purposes to,

/n-l \

n^i \k^i ) ii=2 \k=\ )

This method has the advantage of introducing no additional

parameters for calculation. Other more accurate methods have

been investigated, which yield better results such as

Kitazume's formula or Kalo's method for a lead-water shield

[Woo82, Jae68]. However, the former requires consideration of

an additional parameter with only limited reference values

available, while the later option is limited to shielding

arrangements of only two materials. Either method does not

fit the criterion of being applicable to the many different
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combinations of shielding arrangements that might be found in

a complex virtual environment.

Despite being convenient and easily applied to any

shielding arrangement, Broder's calculation of buildup for

multilayer shielding is by no means precise. Chilton

describes treatments of laminated shields to be of "dubious

merit, for the most part" [Chi84, p. 198]. Broder's method is

applied in the VRF program as a practical means of handling

some of the complex arrangements that might present

themselves. However, it is applied with the acknowledgement

that its development is more practical than theoretical and

ultimately recognizing the limitations of the ray analysis

method. For increasingly complex radiation environments or if

greater accuracy is required, a more exact computational

method should be adopted.

A further consideration regarding the accuracy of

empirical buildup factors relates to the shielding object's

geometry. Most of the available buildup data was evaluated

for an infinite shielding medium instead of the finite

geometries that are found in the real world. Application of

infinite-geometry buildup data always results in an

overestimation of the dose and more significantly so for low

energy photons and shields of low atomic number [Woo82].

Correction factors for finite geometries are available for

some shielding materials [Jae68]. However, with the above

noted exceptions for low energy and low atomic number, the
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error is small and the correction factor approaches unity for

increased shield penetration. Additionally, this

overestimation of dose may allow for some error cancellation

with reflected scatter, which also is not taken into account

and would underestimate the total dose (see "Computational

Method for Dose Rate Calculation" earlier in this chapter).

Cumulative Dose Calculations

Thus far the discussion has centered on the dose rate

computational methodology. However, to make cumulative dose

predictions for given tasks requires information regarding

receptor location and time spent in the radiation environment.

In virtual dosimetry, this information is supplied through the

simulation of the receptor as it executes what is called a

duty cycle. Practically speaking, a duty cycle is a data set

that traces the receptor in both three-dimensional space and

time for performance of a given task. This could consist of

a singular task for which the user is interested in predicting

cumulative dose. Or, the task could be a collection of all

the smaller tasks the receptor might be asked to perform

within a given time period.

The former isolated dose prediction might be used for

ALARA determination regarding receptor entry. Personnel or

equipment would not be allowed to enter unless their allowable

dose is greater than the predicted dose times some safety

factor. The latter case, by making predictions for a given
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time period, allows for determination of manloading

requirements based on allowable worker dose for a given

period. With regard to robotic equipment, it allows for the

scheduling of equipment maintenance and down time

corresponding to some time period such as daily, weekly, etc.

Cumulative dose predictions are linked to the real-time

simulation of the receptor and virtual environment. Data used

to form the duty cycle and accumulate dose comes directly from

the user's command of the receptor via the graphical user

interface. The IGRIP simulation software is programmed to

update the VRF code every time the receptor moves a set

distance away from its previous location or after a given

amount of time has elapsed. The dose rate is updated for each

location as the receptor moves in this discrete, step-wise

fashion. By counting the time elapsed between calls, the VRF

code is able to calculate the dose accumulated in that time

interval and track the receptor's cumulative dose up to the

present.

Because it may be desirable to simulate some processes at

faster or slower rates, a warp factor was introduced to scale

the time counted by the computer. For real-time simulation

where the user is "driving" the receptor, the warp factor is

set to one. For faster than real time, the warp factor is

greater than unity, while the opposite is true for slower-

than-real-time simulations.
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The necessity for the VRF code to update the local dose

rate to the receptor in real time proved to be too great a

task due to the time required to recalculate the local dose

rate. This was true despite the simplifications implemented

with the ray analysis technique. While the computational lag

time was still small and adequate for shielding and ALARA

studies, it could not be adapted to real-time simulation.

Therefore, a method of prior 3D dose mapping was

implemented with VRF able to look up dose rates from these

previously calculated dose maps. A simple 3D dose map with

comments is shown in Figure 3-2. The time involved in a

multidimensional database look up scheme is negligible and

allows for the real-time simulation of a receptor's duty

cycle.

The first step in this process involves the generation of

the 3D dose map. This was straight forward as it utilizes the

previous methods for calculating local dose rates in the

virtual environment. However, the additional work involves

selection of the discrete 3D locations according to some user

defined mesh spacing. This is done automatically by the VRF

program, which prompts the user for the desired number of mesh

points in each direction (x, y, and z). Also the data had to

be stored in a format that could later be read by the VRF

program for dose rate look up.

A shortcoming of this simple 3D dose map is that the

modeled radiation environment is then static, which is not
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realistic or useful for some simulations. For this reason,

the ability was added for the program to generate a four-

dimensional dose map, where the fourth variable could

represent time or some other parameter closely associated with

the simulation. For example, in simulations of Tank C-106,

the fourth variable represented the waste level in the tank.

This permitted predictions of the dose throughout the waste

removal process as well as variable waste removal rates.

The other step involved code development to allow for

look up and interpolation of the dose map data. The

interpolation method allows for linear or log interpolation

based on the dose ranges encountered. For simulations where

the fourth variable is something other than the simulation

time, a parameter must link that variable to the simulation

time. This parameter can be variable and changed by the user

throughout the simulation. In the example of the waste tank,

the parameter linking the four-dimensional dose map and the

simulation time is the cleanup rate (the rate at which the

waste level is changing) . This allows the cleanup rate to

change during the simulation and even become zero when the

cleanup equipment is not active.
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Table 3-1. VRF virtual-object geometry types. Number is
used to identify the type in the geometry
database. Abbreviation is used by the VRF
program to identify the geometry of functions
that perform shielding and dose calculations.
The dimension data is used to identify the
parameter that is stored in a particular
dimension field (variable).

Geometrical
Type

point
line
disk
disk, hollow
ring
cylinder
cylinder, hollow
annulus,

thin-walled
plane
box
box, hollow
sphere
sphere, hollow

+ For example, cvlv

Abbrev.+

pt
line
disk
dskh
ring
cylv
cylh

tann
plan
boxv
boxs
sphv
sphh

dose.c is
dose rate from a cylindrical

Num.

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

the function

Dimension
1

-P.

L
R
R1
R
R
R1

R
L
L
L
R
Hi

2

—
—

H
R2

H
W
W
W
-
Rp

3

...

-
-
-
-
-
H

t
-
H
H
-
—

that calculates the
volume source, while sh disk.c

calculates attenuation for a disk shield.
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Table 3-2. Summary of VRF input parameters.

Parameter

activity1"
activity concentration"1",
volume source

activity concentration1",
line source

activity concentration1",
area source

intensity*
energy
mass attenuation

coefficient
density
Berger buildup
parameter a

Berger buildup
parameter /3

exposure dose rate
exposure dose

conversion factor
material dose

conversion factor
dose equivalent

conversion factor
volume
radius
length
width
height
thickness
relative error,

allowable
normal value,

confidence level

Symbol

A

Av
V

AL
I

Aa
fa

E

M/P
P

a

fi
X

k

—

—
V
R
L
W
H
t

-

Units

/LtCi

MCi«g"1

/LtCi»cm"1

juCi'cm"2

photons per decay
MeV

cm2»g"1

g • cm"3

unitless

unitless
R«hr"1

R«hr'1 per MeV cm'2 • sec*1

rad-material per R

rem per R
cm3
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

unitless

unitless

+ total activity for the source
* photons per decay based on total source activity
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Geometry Database

virtual environment file

save
simulation
data

VRF Code

- dose rate calculations

- receptor cumulative dose monitoring

- virtual environment dose mapping
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C Structure Variables

- virtual object information (type,
size, location, attenuation
coefficient., density, etc.)

- virtual environment data (exposure
dose conversion factors, pointers to
virtual objects, etc.)
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Application Software - VRF
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GSL
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changes to
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IGRIP and VRF via socket
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V

Display

workcell

dose rate

21.34 R/hr

location (ft.)

12.3,7.1,5.9

simulation manager - IGRIP I I I

Figure 3-1. A pictorial representation of the virtual
dosimeter. Dotted lines enclose the three
major components with subcomponents shown as
solid boxes. Arrows indicate data streams
for information exchange and update.
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testl.dm

simple dose map for testing functions

date of

3

0 0
0 0
0 0

3
3
3

-1.143e+03
-1.143e+03
1.000e+01

creation: '

number of

7/05/95

dimension mapped

linear interpolation
linear interpolation
linear interpolation

number of
number of
number of

0.000e+00
0.000e+00
5.100e+02

dose rate data:

mesh points
mesh points
mesh points

1.143e+03
1.143e+03
1.010e+03

x varies across columns, constant
y varies by row, constant in each

z=1.000e+01:
8.799e+00
1.124e+01
1.448e+01

z=5.100e+02:
8.072e+00
6.371e+00
7.501e+00

z=1.010e+03:
4.942e+00
5.103e+00
4.792e+00

2.493e+01
2.296e+01
2.173e+01

1.519e+01
1.357e+01
1.677e+01

9.622e+00
8.545e+00
7.773e+00

1.168e+01
1.217e+01
1.254e+01

8.026e+00
7.248e+00
6.869e+00

4.082e+00
4.829e+00
4.574e+00

Of X & F(X)
of y & F(y)
of z & F(z)

along x axis
along y axis
along z axis

x mesh points
y mesh points
z mesh points

in each row
column

Figure 3-2. Sample dose map with explanations of the
contents. Comments can be added to data
files used by VRF provided: 1) a comment line
begins with no numbers 2) comments appearing
on the same line as data must be at the end.



CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Analytical Comparisons and Verification of Code

Throughout the development of the VRF code, numerous

checks and comparison were made to ensure its accuracy and to

eliminate any programming "bugs". Most of the work centered

on the functions that calculate dose or shield attenuation.

These functions were particularly prone to geometry errors

since it is some times difficult to visualize the three-

dimensional interplay of the various virtual objects. For

example, to calculate the photon escape distance from a solid

object, it is necessary to know through which face of the

object it exits. These algorithms are prone to sign errors

and to errors in selecting the proper escape distance when a

quadratic solution is involved.

Care must be taken to ensure that the geometric

algorithms give the correct answer regardless of the

receptor's position. For equal distances above or below a

source, the code should return the same dose to within the

specified error limit. To verify the VRF code against such

errors, test cases were run to check the dose levels at equal

distances above and below the sources. Inconsistent answers
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were a signal that something was wrong and made it possible to

eliminate these bugs.

Other problems were more obvious such as possible

divisions by zeros or bad programming that lead to infinite or

undefined results. Some cases required checks to be coded

into the program in order to prevent these errors from

occurring. A lower divisor limit was established using the C

define statement so that it could be easily changed should the

code be used on a different platform.

Finally, to test the overall accuracy and reliability of

the VRF code, comparisons were made with analytical solutions

to certain problems. Figure 4-1 shows a comparison between

the VRF and analytical solutions for the problem of a thin

disk-like source. The two solutions compare very well as the

graph shows for various heights above the source. Lower

predictions by VRF can be attributed to the attenuation by the

disk. The simple analytical solution does not account for

this since it would involve a numerical solution and the

present comparison is adequate. The difference between the

two curves becomes smaller for greater distances. This can be

explained by the fact that the difference attributed to

attenuation is almost constant with height. So as the

magnitude of the solution becomes smaller due to the geometric

spreading with increased height, the difference between the

solutions also becomes smaller in magnitude (error is a

constant ~5% of the calculated value).
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Figure 4-2 shows yet another analytical comparison this

time for a thin-walled annular source. While only non-

reentrant sources were applied in these simulations, the thin-

walled annulus could be treated as a non-reentrant source if

the receptor was confined to regions inside the annulus or

directly above or below its cylindrical volume. Indeed, this

exact case was necessary in the virtual waste-tank

environments that are described in the following section. For

these simulations, the virtual environment was defined as the

cylindrical volume inside the tank. The thin annular source

represented the contamination left behind on the walls as

cleanup progressed. As seen from Figure 4-2, the two

solutions compare nicely. Wobbly variation in the VRF

solution is due to the statistical fluctuation inherent in the

calculational method and lies within the specified relative

error limit (±1%).

Real World Model—Tank C-106

To demonstrate the usefulness of the virtual dosimeter,

a radioactive waste tank was modeled for simulating radiation

doses to robotic equipment inside the tank (see Figure 1-1).

The model is based on tank C-106, one of the 177 underground

tanks at the Hanford reservation in Richland, Washington.

Tank C-106 is one of 149 of these tanks that have a single

shell consisting of carbon-steel and lining an outer wall and

bottom of reinforced concrete. [Wal93, Nuc93]. Dose
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predictions inside the tank are particularly useful since it

has been proposed to use robotic equipment for the removal of

the waste [Har93c, Har93d, Wal93]. Waste removal is

necessitated by concern about the possible leakage of

approximately 750,000 gallons (2.84E+6 liters) of liquid waste

from 67 of the single shell tanks [Nuc93]. Under the Hanford

Federal Facility Agreement and Consent Order (a Tri-Party

Agreement between DOE, EPA, and Washington State Department of

Ecology), the DOE is to dispose of this waste and cleanup the

site.

To model the tank's radiation environment, information

had to be gathered regarding its dimensions and the makeup of

the waste. The tank itself is quite large with a diameter of

75 feet (2286 cm) and a height for waste disposal of 16 ft

(488 cm). Waste depth in the tank is known to be 6 ft. (182.9

cm). However, this waste is not homogeneous, consisting

mostly of sludge (consistency of peanut butter) and a harder

sludge "heel" in the form of a solid saltcake.

Limited data exists for characterizing the distribution

of the different waste forms. Available data comes from a

single core sample. Variations in composition can be expected

at different locations and with waste depth [Wal93]. For the

purposes of this study, it was assumed that the waste had a

uniform distribution throughout its volume with a density of

1.43 g«cm"3. Furthermore, to facilitate comparison with the

previously reported values, the assumption of 44 juCi»g'1 (1.63
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MBq«g"1) of 137Cs in equilibrium with 137mBa was adopted. Since

137Cs (137mBa) was the main contributor to the dose in previous

studies (about 95%), it was adopted as the single radionuclide

to be modeled. The other 5% was due to bremsstrahlung

produced through the decay of 90Sr.

The input values for the relevant VRF parameters are

summarized in Table 4-1. To obtain values for parameters such

as attenuation coefficients and buildup factors, assumptions

had to be made about the waste's elemental composition.

Previous sensitivity studies have shown the dose rates to be

"extremely insensitive to changes in composition provided the

density of the material does not change" [Wal93, p. E-13].

Therefore, based on the availability of buildup factor data,

a composition of water, aluminum, and iron was assumed with

weight percentages of 50%, 33%, and 17% respectively.

Previous studies had also included sodium among the aluminum

and iron in unspecified proportions.

Based on the data and assumptions, it was possible to

predict the dose at any point inside the tank. To compare

with reported values, the dose rate was calculated by VRF at

the center, top of the tank's dome. The reported value was

14.04 R«hr"1 (1.007E-6 Okg"1 • s*1), while VRF predicted a value

of 14.11 R«hr"1 (1.012E-6 Okg"1«s'1). While the difference is

only 0.5%, the VRF prediction is probably high by about 6%

since the bremsstrahlung resulting from the decay of 90Sr was

not modelled. VRF's over prediction is likely due to
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uncertainty in the input data and the application of infinite

geometry buildup factors as discussed in Chapter 3.

In order to visualize and record the dose rate variation

inside the tank, a dose rate profile was constructed at

different heights. Figure 4-3 shows the radial dose rate

profile for 1, 2, 4, and 6 meters above the waste surface.

Dose rate begins to fall off as the receptor moves toward the

tank wall where it is farthest from the bulk of the waste.

Additionally, dose rate decreases as the receptor moves upward

away from the waste surface and the tank subtends a smaller

and smaller solid angle.

Still other profiles are possible to characterize the

dose rate inside the tank. Since the objective of work inside

the tank is to remove the waste, information on how dose rate

varies with waste height is necessary and useful. Tank

cleanup can be simulated by simply changing the waste level

used in the dose rate calculation. However, some waste

remains behind as contamination on tank walls and hardware

since the cleanup process is not 100% effective. Therefore,

to better model the dose rate, a uniform layer of

contamination can be assumed to remain behind on the tank

walls. Figure 4-4 presents the dose rate profiles in the tank

when 99% of the waste is removed. Of the remaining 1% waste,

10% is evenly distributed as contamination on tank walls up to

the original waste height in the tank. The remaining 90%

forms the remainder of the hardened heel that would be
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expected on the tank bottom. Here again, the dose rate

decreases for increased height and distance from the tank

center. However, the relative rate of decrease as the

receptor moves toward the tank walls is not as great. This

can be attributed to the contamination that remains behind.

From Figure 4-4 it is also clear that the dose rate dose

not decrease proportional to the amount of waste removed.

Originally, with all the waste present, the centerline dose

rate at 1 meter was about 27 R«hr'1, while with 99% of the

waste removed, the dose rate has fallen to a mere 5.5 R'hr'1.

This disproportionality would remain even if the contamination

on the walls was neglected. Instead, this effect can be

attributed to self-shielding by the source material. As

Figure 4-5 illustrates, the dose rate remains nearly constant

for a fixed height above the waste surface as the waste is

removed. Until the waste level falls below ~35 cm, no

appreciable change in the dose rate is observed. In Figures

4-3 through 4-5, note that the dose rate is given relative to

the waste surface, since this would be the working height of

any equipment introduced to the tank.

The results presented so far, while revealing, do not

take advantage of the virtual dosimeters ability to simulate

processes. The cleanup process is a four-dimensional (4D)

problem of space and time. Dose rate varies with location in

the tank as well as with the time since initiation of cleanup

operations. To simulate the dose received by a receptor
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during waste removal, a 4D dose map was generated with 147

points arranged in a 3D grid (x, y, and z) and calculated for

nine different waste levels in the tank ranging from 100% to

1% of the original waste height.

Using this 4D dose map, the dose rate at any location and

time can be obtained by interpolation. Cleanup rate is the

link between simulation time and waste level, which is how the

dose map is tabulated. This allows for a variable cleanup

rate as well as dose accumulation when the equipment is idle

(cleanup rate is zero). Several simulations were examined

with different cleanup periods (days required to complete

waste removal), effective hours of operation per day, and

cleanup rate. Since there is a fixed initial amount of waste,

the average cleanup rate during operation is also fixed for a

given cleanup period and daily effective hours of operation.

Results of these simulations are summarized in Table 4-2.

Obviously, the lowest total cumulative dose is achieved for

the shortest cleanup periods. Also, for the same cleanup

period, the total dose is lower for shorter effective hours of

operation per day. This is true because when the equipment is

not in operation it is assumed to be positioned in the upper

part of the tank where the dose rate is lower. When

operating, the equipment is down near the waste surface where

the dose rate is higher. Regardless, for the same effective

hours of operation per day, the total dose is approximately

linear with cleanup period. Therefore, to minimize the does
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received during waste removal, the cleanup period should be

shortened as much as possible. The effective hours of

operation is not as important provided the necessary cleanup

rate can be achieved for the desired cleanup period.

However, the above observations change if the equipment

is shielded during idle periods. For a significant dose rate

reduction by shielding, the cleanup period can be greatly

extended if necessary. The limiting factor then becomes

cleanup rate since this determines the total operating time

and the total time spent in the high dose areas near the waste

surface. For a dose reduction factor of 4.5, which can be

achieved with 1 cm of lead or lead equivalent, reductions in

total cumulative dose as high as 39% can be achieved (see

Table 4-2). The dose reduction allows for a longer stay time

in the tank should it become necessary. Ordinarily, it would

not be desirable to extend the cleanup period. However, this

would be important if the equipment had to be idled

occasionally to perform tank inspections, checking for

possible leaks or assaults on the tank's integrity.

VRF Shielding Studies

The VRF program can be used to evaluate the effectiveness

of various shields at reducing dose rate levels to receptors.

Shields of different size, thickness, and materials can be

created and positioned at any location in the 3D virtual

environment. For example, a lead shield with radius of 50 cm
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and thickness 1 cm reduces the dose rate at the tank's center

dome from 14.11 R«hr"1 to 3.14 R«hr"1. The virtual shield is

placed 10 cm below the virtual receptor point since a real

receptor has a finite size and would not receive the full

protection of the shield.

Figure 4-6 shows the dose rate profile across the face of

a disk shield made of lead. It has a radius of 30 cm, a

thickness of 1 cm and is located at the half radius of tank C-

106. Its height is 390 cm with dose rate calculated at 400 cm

(10 cm above the shield). The graph in Figure 4-6 shows the

dose rate to be depressed across the disk and immediate

surrounding area. At its center the dose rate is reduced from

18.9 R»hr"1 (unshielded) to 4.05 R«hr'1 (shielded).

However, the lowest dose rate is not found at the shields

center but at a radius of 15 cm on the side nearest the tank

wall. Indeed, the entire dose rate profile appears skewed in

that direction. This is due to the shield being located at

the half radius of the source. Locations over the shield

nearest the tank center do not receive as much protection as

points located 180° opposite nearest the tank wall. The

radial off set from tank center allows the receptor to "see"

more of the source material on the side nearest the tank

center.

Also, from Figure 4-6, the effective area of the shield

can be seen to have a diameter of about 30 cm. The outer 10

to 20 cm of the shield experiences a rapid increase in the
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dose rate as the receptor moves toward the shield's edge.

This information would be useful in shielding design. An

extra 10 to 20 cm should be added to the radius of the area to

be shielded. In addition, for shielding locations off source

centerline, receptors should use the side farthest from the

source centerline to utilize the more effective parts of the

shield.

Similar results are obtained for a shield of radius 50 cm

as shown in Figure 4-7. Here the effective area of the shield

is larger with a diameter of about 70 cm. Again the 10 to 20

cm edge of the shield experiences a rapid increase in dose

rate. Also, the profile shows the characteristic skewed

behavior for a location off set from the source centerline.
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Table 4-1. Summary of VRF input parameters for tank C-106
model with their corresponding values.

Parameter Value Units

activity,
volume source

number of source
photon energies1"

intensity*
energy"1"
mass attenuation

coefficient (0.5
mass attenuation

coefficient (1.0
density
Berger buildup
parameter a (0.5

Berger buildup
parameter a (1.0

Berger buildup
parameter {3 (0.5

Berger buildup
parameter /3 (1.0

exposure dose conv.
factor (0.6 MeV)

exposure dose conv.
factor (0.7 MeV)

radius
height

44

MeV)*

MeV)*

MeV)*

MeV)*

MeV)*

MeV)*

1
0.901
0.6617

0.090

0.066
1.43

1.573

1.096

0.104

0.057

photons per decay
MeV

cm2*g"1

cm^g"1

g • cm"3

unitless

unitless

unitless

unitless

1.94E-6 R«hr"1 pe r MeV cm"2*sec"1

1.92E-6 R»hr"1 pe r MeV cm"2*sec"1

1143 cm
182.9 cm

+ 137cs is assumed to be the major contributor to the radiation
dose inside the tank [Wal93]. Energy and intensity data for
137Cs was taken from NCRP 58, 1985.

* These are composite values for the sludge/saltcake material
based on the assumption of 50% H,O, 33% Al, and 17% Fe (all
weight percent). Attenuation data was taken from Foderaro,
1978 and buildup data from Schaeffer, 1973.
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Table 4-2. Summary of total cumulative dose predictions
for tank C-106 cleanup operations.

Cleanup
Period
(days)

unshielded
15
15
30
30
90
90

shielded:1"
15
15
30
30
90
90

Effective Hours
of Operation
(hours/day)

•
10
20
10
20
10
20

10
20
10
20
10
20

Cleanup
Rate

(m3/hour)

5.00
2.50
2.50
1.25
0.83
0.42

5.00
2.50
2.50
1.25
0.83
0.42

Total
Cumulative Dose

(Roentgen)

7.96E+3
9.16E+3
1.63E+4
1.91E+4
4.91E+4
5.47E+4

5.06E+3
8.12E+3
1.00E+4
1.75E+4
3.04E+4
4.82E+4

(rad-SiO?)

6.98E+3
8.04E+3
1.43E+4
1.67E+4
4.31E+4
4.80E+4

4.44E+3
7.12E+3
8.77E+3
1.53E+4
2.67E+4
4.23E+4

+ The equipment was shielded when idle at its storage point
400 cm above the waste. A lead shield of radius 50 cm and
thickness 1 cm was used for shielding the equipment.
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Figure 4-1. Comparison of VRF prediction of the axial
centerline dose rate profile with the
analytical solution for a thin disk source.
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Figure 4-2 Analytical comparison with the VRF prediction
of the axial centerline dose rate profile for
a thin-walled annular source. The source
height extends from 0 to 181.3 cm above base
level.
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Figure 4-3. VRF prediction of the radial dose rate
profile of tank C-106 at four different
heights above the waste surface. Waste
height in the tank equals 183 cm.
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Figure 4-4. VRF prediction of the radial dose rate
profile of tank C-106 with 99% of the waste
removed. Of the remaining waste, 10% is
assumed to be contamination on the tank walls
with the rest forming a uniform heel at the
bottom of the tank.
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C-106 at a height of 390 cm. Dose rate is
calculated at 10 cm above the shield.
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Figure 4-7. Dose rate profile across the face of a disk
shield (50 cm radius, 1 cm thick, lead) . The
shield is centered at the half-radius of tank
C-106 at a height of 390 cm. Dose rate is
calculated at 10 cm above the shield.



CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

Advances in computer technology are making possible the

concept of virtual engineering for the designing, planning,

and testing of projects in the virtual world. Most

significantly, this study demonstrates the usefulness of a

virtual dosimeter as another facet for consideration in any

virtually engineered project where radiation is involved. The

construction of an underlying computer model of a radiation

environment is not new or different. However, the added

immersion associated with its 3D display and the interactive

nature of a graphical user interface brings ALARA

considerations in to a new environment.

The VRF program developed in this work allows for ALARA

considerations in multiple source, multiple object

environments with no restrictions on their arrangement.

However, making it broad in scope forced certain assumptions

with regard to the physical processes that could be modeled.

These limitations are owing to the chief tenants of any

virtual system—namely, immersion and interaction. To

maintain the speed of the simulation's update, a ray analysis

method had to be adopted with empirically derived corrections

for radiation buildup. Despite the assumptions and

69
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limitations necessary for its development, this work lays a

wide foundation for the addition of other virtual object

geometries, dosimetric capabilities, and innovations in

graphical display.

The application environment modeled in this study, tank

C-106, illustrates how virtual dosimetry is applied to ALARA

determinations. By simulating the receptor's duty cycle, VRF

can make accurate predictions of total cumulative dose. It

also facilitates the comparison of various shielding scenarios

at different stages in the duty cycle. As an example,

simulation analysis of the receptor's tank-cleanup duty cycle

revealed a possible dose reduction of 39% by simply shielding

the receptor during idle periods. Utilization of the VRF

program can provide additional insights for the development of

an effective ALARA program.
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APPENDIX
LISTING AND EXPLANATION OF THE VRF CODE

Listing of VRF Code Functions (Files)

Date
11/04/95
11/04/95
11/04/95
11/04/95
11/04/95
10/07/95
10/20/95
10/27/95
09/25/95
09/24/95
11/04/95
10/25/95
11/04/95
11/04/95
11/02/95
11/02/95
10/25/95
09/25/95
11/02/95
11/02/95
11/04/95
10/24/95
11/04/95
09/25/95
11/02/95
11/02/95
10/25/95

Time
02:36p
02:43p
02:43p
02:43p
02:19p
05:42p
01:31p
09:27p
09:55a
11:31a
02:43p
09:26p
02:43p
02:lip
03:39p
05:21p
09:26p
09:56a
01:57p
05:03p
01:42p
06:09a
02:43p
09:57a
04:19p
04:53p
08:39p

Size
bytes
6,731
6,517
6,765
5,772
2,470
4,523
4,089
3,760
2,212

688
5,365
9,364
3,633
4,725
5,835
3,061
3,246
2,501
2,282
6,353
4,645
16,739
4,663

661
2,834
4,500
3,348

Name
bb_attn. c
boxv_dose. c
cylv_dose.c
disk_dose.c
doserate.c
doserate_dm.c
dose_dm.c
igrip_serv.c
intld.c
intldl.c
line_dose.c
make_dm.c
pt_dose.c
pxvrfve.c
pxvrf_igrip.c
radata.c
read_dm.c
read_dms.c
read_num.c
read_ve.c
sh_disk.c
tank4d_l.dm
tann_dose.c
testl.dm
vefile.dat
vrftop.c
write dm.c

bb attn.c

Description of VRF Code Functions

This function calculates the broad beam attenuation of a
gamma ray between birth and the receptor including attenuation
and buildup in the source material. Berger's formula for
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buildup is applied to each attenuating medium. In addition,
Broder's formula is applied to cases involving multiple
attenuating objects.

boxv_dose.c

This function calculates the dose rate (R/hr) at the
receptor point from a box (volume) source.

cylv_dose.c

This function calculates the dose rate (R/hr) at the
receptor point from a cylinder (volume) source.

disk_dose.c

This function calculates the dose rate (R/hr) at the
receptor point from a disk (area) source.

doserate.c

This function calculates the total dose rate (R/hr) at
the receptor point for all sources currently defined in the
virtual environment. It calls the appropriate functions to
calculate the dose rate from each source based on its
geometrical type.

doserate_dm.c

This function looks up and interpolates the local dose
rate at a receptor's location using a dose map stored in
memory.

dose_dm.c

This function receives updates on the receptor's position
as it moves about the virtual environment (updates come from
igrip_serv.c) . It updates the local dose rate at each new
location and monitors the total cumulative dose received. The
receptor's cumulative dose is returned to igrip_serv.c so that
it can be displayed in a GSL popup window.
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igrip_serv.c

This function sets up a link with IGRIP to pass
information between VRF and IGRIP via a socket. This function
must be engaged to simulate the dose to a receptor in
performance of a duty cycle. It receives the new receptor
location and calls dose_dm.c to update the total cumulative
dose received up to the current point.

intld.c

This function interpolates (linear or log) for given set
of numbers supplied by the calling program.

intldl.c

This function does simple linear interpolation for a
given set of numbers supplied by the calling program.

line_dose.c

This function calculates the dose rate (R/hr) at the
receptor point from a line source.

make_dm.c

This function generates a dose map of the current virtual
environment. It prompts the user for the number of mesh
points and the name of a file for storing the dose map.

pt_dose.c

This function calculates the dose rate (R/hr) at the
receptor point from a point source.

pxvrfve.c

This is the program that coordinates most of the VRF
functions. It does not include IGRIP communication (using
igrip_serv.c). Instead it is intended for nongraphical off-
line work with VRF when the graphical simulation is not
engaged.
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pxvrf_igr ip. c

This also is a program that coordinates most of the VRF
functions including IGRIP communications used during graphical
simulations.

radata.c

This function sets up a 4D array of radiological data
(mass attenuation coefficient, Berger buildup parameter a and
P). It interpolates these parameters for every virtual object
(sources and structures) for every source energy found in the
virtual environment. This data is accessed by each of the
dose-rate-calculation functions when starting a new
calculation. The data is looked up by the ordered object
number for each ordered energy of each ordered source (see
Figure A-l) .

read_dm.c

This function reads in a dose map from a file. The
function prompts the user for the filename. The read process
is subject to the non-numeric commenting restrictions
described for read_num.c.

read_dms.c

This function reads in a dose map from a file. The
calling program supplies the name of the file to be read. The
read process is subject to the non-numeric commenting
restrictions described for read num.c.

read_num.c

This function reads the next number (double or integer)
from a file and stores it in a variable supplied by the
calling program. It simply reads the next number it finds
regardless (can be in scientific notation). All characters
are ignored by the function. For example, a line beginning
with a non-numeric will be ignored entirely and any number
following a non-numeric on any given line will also be
ignored.

read_ve.c

This function reads in the data for a virtual environment
that is stored in a file. The function prompts the user for
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the filename. The read process is subject to the non-numeric
commenting restrictions described for read_num.c.

sh_disk.c

This function calculates the number of mean free paths of
attenuation through a virtual object for a given gamma-ray.
This information is returned to bb_attn.c for calculating the
attenuation.

tank4d_l.dm

This is a sample 4D dose map of tank C-106.

tann_dose.c

This function calculates the dose rate (R/hr) at the
receptor point from a cylinder (volume) source.

testl.dm

This is a sample 3D dose map with comments.

vefile.dat

This is a sample virtual environment data file.

vrftop.c

This code contains all the define statements necessary
for the functions to compile and operate properly.

write_dm.c

This function writes out the current dose map to a file.
It prompts the user to supply a filename.

Explanation of Dose Map Data Fields

The following is a listing of all the data fields for a

dose map file. Brackets "[]" indicate an individual numerical
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data field. Italicized text provides an explanation of the

data field(s) that follow it. An underlined piece of text

represents a countable quantity of a particular type of data

and may be used later to indicate the terminating quantity of

a particular type of data. For example, NG(l) represents the

number of grid spaces for the first dimension (x, y, z, etc.)

and the NG{l}th index represents the last piece of data

counted from 1 to NG{1}. Accordingly, X{ NG{1} } represents

the data point of type X for NG{l}th quantity. Dots are used

to indicate the omission of part of a series of ordered data

points.

number of dimensions (i.e. x. y. z. t. etc.) for the
dose map, integer, up to MAXDIM.

[ND]

array designating linear or log interpolation for each
independent dimension variable and the dependent
variable with respect to each independent dimension
variable, integers. 0 for linear and 1 for log.

[1st independent dimension variable]
[dependent variable with respect to 1st dimension variable]

[NDth independent dimension variable]
[dependent variable with respect to Ndth dimension variable]

number of mesh (grid) points for each dimension.
integers, up to MAXGRID

[NG(1>. number of points for the 1st dimension]

[NG(ND>. number of points for the NDth dimension]

array of mesh points for each dimension, reals
[1st mesh point, 1st dimension] ... [NG{l}th mesh point]
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[1st mesh point, NDth dimension] ... [NG{ND}th mesh point]

dose rate data points, shown for up to four dimensions

at Til), set 1 of the 4th dimension:

at Zfl). set 1 of the 3rd dimension:
[at X{1}, Y{1}] ... [at

[at X{1}, Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]

at Z(2>. set 2 of the 3rd dimension:
[at X{1}, Y{1}] ... [at

[at X{1}, Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}/ Y{NG{2}}]

• • •

at Z(NG(3>). set NG(3> of the 3rd dimension:
[at X{1}, Y{1>] ... [at

• •
[at X{1), Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]

at T(2>. set 2 of the 4th dimension:

at Z(l>. set 1 of the 3rd dimension:
[at X{1}, Y{1>] ... [at

[at X{1), Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]

at Z(2>. set 2 of the 3rd dimension:
[at X{1), Y{1}] ... [at

[at X{1}, Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]
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at Z(NG(3>>. set NG(3> of the 3rd dimension:
[at X{1), Y{1}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{1)J

[at X{1}, Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]

at T(HG(4)). set NG(4> of the 4th dimension:
at ZIP, set 1 of the 3rd dimension;

[at X{1}, Y{1}] ... [at

[at X{1}, Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]

at Z(2I, set 2 of the 3rd dimension;
[at X{1>, Y{1}] ... [at

[at X{1}, Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]

• • • • • • •

at Z(NG(3H. set NG(3> of the 3rd dimension;
[at X{1}, Y{1}] ... [at

[at X{1), Y{NG{2}] ... [at X{NG{1}}, Y{NG{2}}]
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Explanation of A Virtual Environment File Data Fields

The physical units associated with each parameter may be

found in Table 3-2.

general virtual environment data:

[virtual environment geometry type, integer, Table 3-1]

virtual environment dimensions, reals:
[dimension 1] [dimension 2] [dimension 3]

[relative error limit, real]

[critical value for specific confidence level, real]

[NRD, number of mesh points for radiological data, integer]

corresponding energies of the mesh points, reals:
[energy{l>] . . . [energy{NRD}]

exposure dose conversion factor data, reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NRD}]

fNSRC. number of sources, integer]

[NSTR, number of structures, integer]

[NREC, number of receptors, integer]

[4D linking parameter, real]

data for the virtual objects follows next in the order of:
1) sources
2) structures
3) receptors

data for sources (repeat input 1 to NSRC):

[source geometry type, integer, Table 3-1]

source dimensions, reals:
[dimension 1] [dimension 2] [dimension 3]

source location in virtual environment coordinates.
reals:

[x location] [y location] [z location]
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source orientation with respect to virtual environment
axis, reals:

[parameter 1] [parameter 2] [parameter 3]

[source density, real]

[NSRD. number of mesh points for radiological data, integer]

corresponding energies of the mesh points, reals:
[energy{l}] . . . [energy{NSRD}]

mass attenuation coefficientsf reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NSRD}]

Berger buildup parameter alpha, reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NSRD}]

Berger buildup parameter beta, reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NSRD}]

[total source activity, real]

[NE, number of different source gamma ray energies, integer]

corresponding energies of the gammas, reals:
[energy{l}] . . . [energy{NE}]

gamma-ray energy probabilities per decay, reals:
[fraction{l}] . . . [fraction{NE}]

data for structures (repeat input 1 to NSTR):

[structure geometry type, integer, Table 3-1]

structure dimensions, reals:
[dimension 1] [dimension 2] [dimension 3]

structure location in virtual environment coordinates,
reals:

[x location] [y location] [z location]

structure orientation with respect to virtual
environment axis, reals:

[parameter 1] [parameter 2] [parameter 3]

[structure density, real]

[NORD, number of mesh points for radiological data, integer]

corresponding energies of the mesh points, reals:
[energy{l}] . . . [energy{NORD}]
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mass attenuation coefficients, reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NORD}]

Beraer buildup parameter alpha, reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NORD}]

Beraer buildup parameter beta, reals:
[data point{l}] . . . [data point{NORD}]

data for receptors (repeat input 1 to NREC):

receptor location in virtual environment coordinates.
reals:

[x location] [y location] [z location]

[material dose conversion factor, real]
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source N structure 1 structure 2 . . . structure M

4D array of radiological
parameters for every virtual
object (sources and
structures) for each
gamma-ray source energy
emitted in the virtual
environment

gamma-rav

energy 1

energy 2

energy J

source N

source 2
source 1

array of radiological parameters for virtual object
number N+M, for gamma-ray energy 1 of source 1.

mass attenuation

coefficient

Berger buildup

parameter a

Berger buildup

parameter b

Figure A-l. A pictorial representation of the 4D-virtual-
object-radiological-data array. Each element
of the 3D array shown is itself a ID array of
data for a particular object for a particular
source energy.
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